ADVISORY No. 101
Series of 2021

VACCINATION CERTIFICATES FOR OUTBOUND TRAVELERS FROM THE PHILIPPINES

The public is hereby informed that the implementation of the interim guidelines issued by the National COVID-19 Vaccination Operations Center (NVOC) applicable to outbound travelers from the Philippines until the Certificate of Vaccination Record Portal becomes fully operational.

The following are the important points to follow:

1. Outbound travelers who have been fully vaccinated in the Philippines may apply for an International Certificate of Vaccination (ICV) or “Yellow Card” with the Bureau of Quarantine (BOQ) if such is required in the country of destination.

2. They may register for appointment through https://boq.pisopay.com.ph/.

When making an appointment through the BOQ Medical Services OBS platform, applicants for ICV for COVID-19 must be able to pay through electronic means the amount of Three Hundred Pesos (PhP 300.00).

Attached is a copy of the step-by-step procedure of the Bureau of Quarantine for outbound travelers including their contact details for inquiries and more information.

For information and guidance of all concerned.

Source: Bureau of Quarantine – BOQ Medical Services OBS
https://boq.pisopay.com.ph/